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WEEKLY HEADLINES
*

On Monday Syria accidentally shot down the Russian plane, killing all 15 crew
members, when its air defenses swung into action against an Israeli strike. The
incident was the worst case of friendly fire between the two allies since Russia’s
game-changing military intervention in September 2015.The Russian plane was
downed by a Russian-made S-200 air defense supplied to Syria.

*

IDF braces for fresh violence on Gaza border "March of Return" group urges
Gazans to take part in disturbances along border • IAF hits terror cell launching
arson balloons into Israel • Balloon rigged with explosives detonates in Sdot
Negev, close to homes • Council head: We want a harsh response.

*

There is a deep racist and anti-Semitic disease in the leadership of the
Democrats. As Senator Cory Booker brings his hatred for the Jewish State to the
Senate, he should be asked whether he agrees with his hero, “The only good
Zionist is a dead Zionist we must take a lesson from Hitler”.

RUSSIAN PLANE
DOWNED
Russia’s embassy in Tel Aviv on Thur excoriated Israel
for the downing of a Russian plane by Syrian air
defenses during an Israeli strike, pinning the blame
squarely on the IAF. This despite the fact that on Tues,
Putin had absolved Israel of direct responsibility for
the incident.
“Moscow views as irresponsible and unfriendly
actions for the IAF, which exposed Russian II-20
aircraft to danger and led to the death of 15
servicemen.
This could be the end of the “bro-mance” between
Russia and Israel and set the stage for Ezekiel 38-39.

ARI FULD KILLED
A Palestinian teenager, Khalil Jabarin, stabbed and
murdered Israeli Ari Fuld in the parking lot of a
supermarket. Before succumbing to his wounds,
Fuld, together with another civilian, shot and
wounded Jabarin, which led to his capture. Today,
the PA is portraying terrorist murderer Jabarin as a
victim of an unprovoked Israeli shooting. The
report in the official PA daily insinuated that
Jabarin "stabbed a settler and even accused Israel
of neglecting the injured terrorist, claiming he was
"left bleeding on the ground for more than 20
minutes”:
The Palestinian Authority just gave the murderer a
$3,300 advanced payment towards the monthly
stipend he will receive while he is in Israeli jail.

ABBAS’ LIBEL
▪

▪

▪

According to Palestinian terrorist groups, the
terrorist, Khalil Jabarin, decided to murder a Jew
in response to Israeli "crimes" against the AlAqsa Mosque in particular and Islamic holy sites
in general. Needless to say, there is no Israeli
plan to allow Jews to pray inside the Al-Aqsa
Mosque.
The statements made by Hamas and Palestinian
Islamic Jihad confirm that there is a direct link
between Abbas's false charge against Israel and
the murder of the Israeli-American citizen.
Abbas's latest fabrication is directly responsible
for the murder of Ari Fuld, stabbed to death by a
terrorist who actually believed Abbas's lies
about a purported Israeli scheme to split the AlAqsa Mosque between Muslims and Jews.

PA COMPLAINTS
(PA) Chairman Mahmoud Abbas announced that he
will present the UN General Assembly with a list of
issues which disturb the "Palestinian nation."
He noted that the PA filed a complaint with the
International Criminal Court regarding Israel's
intention to demolish the illegal Bedouin settlement
of Khan al-Ahmar. This plan, he said, is "dangerous"
and aims to dissect Judea and Samaria.
The PA will also discuss with Jordan the "issues"
surrounding Al-Aqsa Mosque, especially since Israel
plans to allow Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount,
just as prayer is allowed at the Cave of the Patriarchs
(Me'arat Hamachpelah), Abbas said.

TEMPLE MOUNT
A PA cleric compared Israelis to rats, claiming Israel is
excavating under the Al-Aqsa Mosque like "rats
burrow under the ground only for evil and
destruction." He also stated, on official Palestinian
Authority TV, that due to Israel's digs the mosque has
"no foundations now": it is not surprising that Hamas
was quick to justify yesterday's murder of Israeli Ari
Fuld by a Palestinian teenager with the alleged
"danger" to Al-Aqsa. Hamas presented "the heroic
operation" as a reaction to Israel's "harming AlAqsa": "While blessing this heroic operation, we
emphasize that harming the Al-Aqsa Mosque is a red
line, and that this operation is a response to warnings
regarding the danger of what the occupation is
currently doing, and what it intends to do at the AlAqsa Mosque."[Donia Al-Watan, independent
Palestinian news agency, Sept. 16, 2018]

JOHN KERRY
Former Sec of State John Kerry does not realize that
he has no power anymore to represent the United
States of America. Sec of State Pompeo is correct to
warn Kerry and his other advisers that they better
hush up or else he will have to act to stop them.
Chutzpah??? Former Secretary of State Kelly is not
just misguided. He has a lot of chutzpah. One of the
things that ex-Presidents and ex-Secretaries of State
all know is that when you get elected out of office, it
is time to leave the stage. This is something that
former Secretary of State Kerry does not understand.
Even ex-President Obama seems to understand this
better than Kerry. Obama has spoken out against
President Trump since the election. But what Kerry
did – actually meeting with Iranian leaders – is
unprecedented.

ERDOGAN
Turkey's Erdogan Is All Over East Jerusalem —
by Jonathan Ferziger: "Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan is all over east Jerusalem. Muslim
worshipers raise his picture at Friday prayers,
restaurants display the Turkish flag on their walls,
and tens of thousands of his citizens have been
sent to the Israeli-controlled holy city on
pilgrimages to prevent its
“Judaization.” ... Erdogan’s presence there has
fueled concern in Jordan that he may challenge its
historic guardianship over the eighth-century Al
Aqsa complex." [Bloomberg]
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